Pro Plug PVC Tool: Patent Pending

PRO PLUG® System for NuCedar® PVC Pre-Finished Siding & Trim
Integrated Plug Fastening System for PVC Trim & Vertical Siding

Pro Plug® System for PVC is a superior and easy-to-install plug
fastening system for PVC Vertical Siding and PVC Trim. The
system is available for a broad range of trim materials, with epoxy
coated or stainless steel fasteners in a full range of sizes−giving
builders the ability to choose the right screw for a wide variety of
applications.

PRO PLUG®
PVC TOOL
Patent Pending

The system features the PVC Tool (which drives screws to the
correct depth without stripping the screw recess or damaging the
deck board surface), star drive fasteners in both epoxy coated
carbon steel and stainless steel (Grade 305 and Marine Grade 316),
and plugs made from actual siding and trim material. We will prefinish the plugs to match the Vertical Siding & Trim.
Approved for use with ACQ treated lumber. Follow the siding or trim
manufacturer’s recommendation when selecting either stainless or epoxy
coated screws. For applications exposed to salt air, near large bodies of
water, swimming pools or other areas where corrosion is more likely to
occur, use Marine Grade 316 Pro Plug System for PVC stainless steel
fasteners.

1 Set screw
with PVC Tool

2 Tap in plug
with hammer
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Pro Plug® PVC Tool
Auto-Stop™ Mechanism

Once target depth is reached, the Auto-Stop™
mechanism inside the tool disengages the driver bit and
stops the screw from driving further, without stripping
the screw recess.

PRO PLUG®
PVC TOOL
Patent Pending

Free Spinning Stop Collar

The free spinning stop collar is fitted with a rubber Oring to prevent damage to the work surface.

Special Bits for Deck and
Trim/Vertical

DECK

Driver bits used with the PVC Tool are replaceable.
There
are two types of driver bits: Deck bits and Trim bits, each
optimized for their specific application. Both PVC Tool
packages and PVC Deck/Trim Kits include bits.

PRO PLUG®

PRO PLUG®

Applications

TRIM

Note: Impact drivers may not set screws to the correct
depth. Standard drills are recommended for use with the
Pro Plug PVC Tool.

Plugs
Plugs

Plugs are made from actual Siding and trim board material, so
the color and grain match perfectly. Plugs are pre-finished to
match the siding & trim.

Stainless

Epoxy
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Fasteners
Stainless and Epoxy Coated Star
Drive Fasteners:

All fasteners are ACQ approved. When driven below the deck or trim
board surface with the PVC Tool, the fasteners create a perfect hole for
the matching plug, without pre-drilling.

Packs

Siding: 75 pc (20 sq ft)
Trim: 75 pc (50 lin ft)

Siding: 375 pc (100 sq ft)
Trim: 375 pc (250 lin ft)
+ Free PVC Tool

Siding: 1125 pc (300 sq ft)
Trim: 1125 pc (750 lin ft)

PVC Tool
(for Deck and Trim)

+ Free PVC Tool

NuCedar® is currently stocking Epoxy Carbon Steel PRO PLUG® Fasteners, in 2" (Vertical & Trim) 2-3/4" (Trim)
Lengths. Call your local dealer or 866.393.8883 for Special Orders

